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What’s New?

November 6th

School Portraits
(8 - 11 am)

Farm & Orchard

November 11th

Veteran’s Day (closed)

Autumn is here! This month’s investigation
theme, “Farm & Orchard,” was a perfect
subject for the harvest season. Our friends
were excited to talk about the pumpkin
patches and farms they have visited over the
weekend. Making decorations for the Costume
Party, doing fall-inspired activities, and
learning new songs: these were how YCA
friends celebrated fall. How are you
celebrating this fun season?
As the weather gets wet and
chilly, please make sure
your child comes dressed in
weather appropriate
clothing. We DO go outside
in the rain. Raincoats and
boots will help keep our friends dry. Also,
please keep your child’s cubby stocked with
plenty of extra clothes (labeled) to change
into.

Picture Day Forms
will be sent home
this week!

November 25th – 27th
Thanksgiving Break
(close at 3pm on the 25th
and closed on 26th and 27th)

Pumpkin Decoration Contest
& Costume Party
Did you have a chance to check out our beautiful
pumpkins in the YCA courtyard? Everyone who
brought in the pumpkins won a small prize! We
were so impressed by all the creative pumpkin
entries!
We could not invite our parents to the party or
go on trick-or-treating in our neighborhood this
year. However, thanks to Teacher Kiki, who
taught us the silly song “Elephants Have
Wrinkles,” we were able to make a beautiful
harmony again for our families! Watch our video
on YouTube here:
Costume Party & Pumpkin Contest Video
"Elephants Have Wrinkles" Performance

PARENT REMINDERS!
• School closes at 5:30 pm every day.
• Please monitor for the COVID-related symptoms daily!

CLASS NEWS

The Monthly Theme was…

“Farm & Orchard”
Infant
Yum!

Preschool 1

Toddler 2
Hello T2 family!
October was a super fun month
for us in Toddler 2. We explored
all things farm and orchard, did
lots of fun art projects, and read
a lot of cool books. We played
games like Farm animal
scavenger hunt and even
“milked a cow”! (It was a rubber
glove filled with water and
paint). We’re working on
courtesy words like “Please”,
“Thank You” and “You’re
Welcome” as well as changing
their own shoes and washing
their hands. The kids are all
fascinated with water, and
would much rather play in it 🤣.
We’ll get there! We ended the
month with a costume party and
it was a real “smash”! Thank
you to all of the parents who
donated items for the piñata
and who brought treats!

October was filled with fallthemed activities, seasonal fruits
and vegetables, and the most
adorable costumes. We started
the month by learning about the
fall season. Our class got to play
with leaves and color sort them.
Next, we learned about the fall
harvest and the variation of
fruits and vegetables that are
picked during this time of year.
They even got to try some of
these. The class liked Japanese
squash (kabocha) the most. The
kids made some spooky art
creations like toilet paper
mummies, paper ghost hangers,
and a skull pumpkin (the kids
voted for this design!). Together
we walked to display our class
pumpkin, and they loved looking
at all the others. To end the
month, we had an awesome
costume party where we
decorate pumpkins and cookies
and danced to some of our
favorite jams!

This month our class has been busy
doing new things and growing so, so
fast. Madison has mastered crawling
and learned how to pull herself up to
a standing position. She also loves
self-feeding puffs and mum-mums
and is so excited every morning to
see her friends. Loewen is now on the
move, army crawling everywhere and
learning to self-feed. Hayden is rolling
all over the place, loves eating and
napping, and having conversations
with his teachers. Grey is sitting up
and so close to crawling around with
his friends. Vik loves watching the big
kids play outside from the climber.
We also had fun playing with our
pumpkin and doing our footprints.
Thanks to teacher Karlee, the babies
also enjoyed doing art in Japanese
class.

Hi!

Toddler 1
October was a month of spooky fun for us in Toddler One! Using our hands
and feet and a little bit of paint, we made pumpkins and spiders. We went
searching all over Old McDonald's Farm and found cows and chickens and
even a friendly scarecrow. During science, we did some fun experiments with
pumpkins and created some amazing explosions of bubbles! We welcomed
three new friends: Kenneth, Ivy, and Adrian! We're looking forward to next
month and all the amazing things November will bring.
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FARM & ORCHARD
Preschool 2
In the month of October, friends dived into the theme of
Farms and Orchard. We learned about the different types
of animals on the farm, how to build a barn out of
popsicle sticks, and crops that grow on them. Friends got
to taste, see, and plant their own crops. In the week of
the costume party, we got to carve a classroom pumpkin
and celebrate with cookie decorating, blue pumpkins,
marble paint mummy, and shrinky-dinks! Along with a
monster mash dancing with lovely costumes to end the
spooky and eventful month.

PreK 1
It seems like October has flown by! We just wrapped our Halloween-Eve party full of
festivities. It involved us decorating spooky cookies, making magic potions, and revealing
secret messages. Thanks so much to all the parents for sending in goodie bags, treats,
and supplies for the event. Plus we made a spider pumpkin and enjoyed seeing all the
wonderful Jack-O-Lanterns brought in by the YCA families. Apart from Halloween, we’ve
been focusing a lot on Fall and harvest season. This culminated in a “Farm Day” where
we played with pigs in the mud, milked a cow, and even got to shear some sheep. I
hope some parents at home know how to crotchet. Not to mention we explored the
world of apples. Took a taste test (pink ladies were the fan favorite), explored parts of
an apple with magnifying glasses, and then got artsy and painted some to put on our
class tree. It’s been a busy month, and the students continue to grow in regards to
literacy as every Monday and Friday we write new sentences in our journals. Their
progress has been extraordinary! As we move into November we’ll be learning about
vehicles, travel, and of course things were thankful for as we get closer to Turkey Day.
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PreK 2
October in Pre-K2 is always great. We’ve gotten used to all the new classroom rules and procedures, our
relationships with new friends have really started to develop, and of course, celebrating the new fall season and
Halloween makes this month a lot of fun.
Our morning math activities got a lot more strenuous. We focused on practicing writing out and solving addition
problems. These kids caught on so quickly we’ve already gotten to problems with solutions that go up to 20.
Our writing journal time has started to look more and more like a true writing workshop. We now split into groups
of two and talk to each other about what we each plan to draw and write about before we get started. Then we
get to drawing and writing. When we’re done, we go back with our partner to read what we wrote to each other
and talk about our pictures. Then we share again with the whole class. That’s a lot to get used to but by the end
of the month, they started getting through the whole thing almost naturally.
Our storytelling and reading time has changed the most. All month we have been doing what we call “buddy
reading” for roughly 15-20 minutes a day. This is when the kids go back into their groups of two, choose books
they’re interested in reading, and practice pointing to the words and trying to decode them together. Starting to
learn how to read can be an incredibly stressful time and these kids have done such a great job at helping each
other stay calm and focused, teaching each other, and motivating each other. Quite a few of our kids have already
gained enough confidence in their reading skills to read entire books to the class! They also all just seem so
motivated to grow as readers. As you can probably imagine, when we first started this, it was not their favorite
part of the day, and getting them to do this was not easy. By the end of October, I was able to just watch them
go and when many of the kids would finish their book they would immediately just go and find another one to
read even though I only ask them to read a few pages or one whole book if they can.
Our afternoon activities, which are almost always science and art-based, were all fall and Halloween themed. We
harvested sunflower seeds from the sunflowers we planted last spring with the last Pre-K2 class. We did a lot of
pumpkin painting, carving, and investigating. We also did a lot of fall/Halloween inspired art activities such as
drawing and painting fall trees and making spooky Halloween masks.
Of course, we always wrap up the month of October with our Halloween party. It looked a little different than
years in the past, but we had a lot of fun showing off our cool costumes, icing/decorating cookies, and
creating/unveiling hidden messages with our self-created potions! What a month it has been! See you in
November!
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Special Class News
Musicality with Ben
In Musicality, we enjoyed the month of October by getting into Pumpkin Day with “Old McDonald Had A Haunted
House.” This version of the classic song features ghosts, monsters, and vampires that make all kinds of spooky
sounds! The older classes exercised their creativity and had a lot of fun making up their own creatures, such as a
giant bouncing eyeball. Also this month, we’ve worked really hard on our listening skills by trying to guess what
the special instrument of the day is with my camera turned off. I’ve been really impressed with how well the kids
can pick out the different instruments!

Music & Drama Class with Kiki
Hello Friends!
We had a lot of fun in the Music and Drama class this month! In
the preschool and PreK classes, we talked about emotions and
acted as different emotional characters based on suggestions
from the kids, like a “Brave Ballerina” and “silly train
conductor”. To celebrate Halloween, all of the classes got
paper plate tambourines, and we decorated them and played
them along to some fun spooky tunes! In preschool and PreK
we did some rhythm exercises with the tambourines as well! All
of the kids have been working on a fun, silly song to perform
and record for their families since we can’t have our usual
family party. We can’t wait for you to see it!

Japanese with Karlee
This month in Japanese, we explored fruits and vegetables to stay on the school’s theme
of farms and orchards. We compared three different colors of ringo (apples) one week
and satsumaimo (sweet potatoes) the next week and voted for our favorite each time.
Pre-K 1 really got into the voting and liked comparing which one got the most votes.
We also tried kaki (persimmons) for the first time for many of us, and kabocha
(Japanese pumpkin). Kaki was a surprising hit in many of the classes. It is usually eaten
peeled and cut into wedges if you are interested in trying it at home.
We are starting to learn some new songs as well, but Mixed Juice is still one of our
favorites.

Asian Folktales / Art & Science with HaeLim
In Asian Folktales class this month, we shared stories about the harvesting season. October 1st was the MidAutumn Day in Lunar Calendar, and the day was celebrated in many Asian countries. They all call it by different
names, but they do a similar thing. People go outside at night to look at the full moon and give thanks for the
fruits, vegetables, and grains they have harvested in the fall. Everyone tasted the special Moon Cake treats after
listening to the Moon-related stories. Most of our AF activities this month included science experiments because
we could not stop thinking about fun science . Dancing corn experiment and the elephant toothpaste in a
pumpkin shell made them say ooh’s and ah’s! We learned that some experiments need time to see the result and
that some can be done rapidly.
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Costume Party &
Pumpkin Decorating Contest
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